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 The following paper presents the development of an algorithm, in charge of 
detecting, classifying and grabbing occluded objects, using artificial 
intelligence techniques, machine vision for the recognition of the environment, 
an anthropomorphic manipulator for the manipulation of the elements. 5 types 
of tools were used for their detection and classification, where the user selects 
one of them, so that the program searches for it in the work environment and 
delivers it in a specific area, overcoming difficulties such as occlusions of up to 
70%. These tools were classified using two CNN (convolutional neural 
network) type networks, a fast R-CNN (fast region-based CNN) for  
the detection and classification of occlusions, and a DAG-CNN (directed 
acyclic graph-CNN) for the classification tools. Furthermore, a Haar classifier 
was trained in order to compare its ability to recognize occlusions with respect 
to the fast R-CNN. Fast R-CNN and DAG-CNN achieved 70.9% and 96.2% 
accuracy, respectively, Haar classifiers with about 50% accuracy, and an 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Working conditions that occur in an unknown physical environment have led robotics to the need to 
increase the independence of robots to perform tasks that overcome various difficulties not foreseen in  
the environment, such as the presence of occlusions during the track of a trajectory for a manipulator  
robot [1], or various obstacles that move around the environment, where the manipulator must rethink its 
trajectory when said obstacle is too close to its structure, to avoid a collision [2]. However, the presence of 
obstacles in the path of a manipulator is not the only unforeseen event that must be overcome, but occlusions 
in the elements to be fastened as mentioned in [3], where an RGB-D sensor was used in the gripper of  
the manipulator to generate a 3D voxel map of the environment, which allows to recognize the occluded 
objects and generate a trajectory for its subjection without collisions. Kinect sensors is an RGB-D camera 
used for control robots [4, 5] 
In works such as those presented in [6] and [7], algorithms focused on the occlusion detection 
process have been developed, to use this information in the movement of manipulator and mobile robots, 
where [6] performed an algorithm of occlusion edge detection, using CNN with RGB, RGB-D, and  
RGB-D-UV input images and videos, where D represents the depth and UV horizontal and vertical 
components of the optical flow field, thus allowing differentiation between occlusion edges, of  
the appearance edges of the desired elements, while in [7], an algorithm was made for the detection of 
multiple people in a real-world environment, using thermal and depth information, to determine the position 
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of each person from their thermal detection, and define the presence of occlusions according to the results of 
the depth information, to generate a free path of obstacles for a mobile robot. 
CNN's are designed to perform recognition of desired patterns and characteristics in images, to classify 
them into a specific category, as mentioned in [8, 9]. The CNN is composed of convolutional filters whose 
parameters are trained with a database that has images or references of the patterns to be classified, which allow 
the network to learn and extract the most relevant characteristics of an image, whose information is used to 
generate a classification, as explained in [10], but not only images like is exposed in [11]. 
Some of the recently developed CNN applications are: 1) a 34-layer CNN led to the detection of  
a wide range of cardiac arrhythmias from electrocardiograms, whose performance exceeded the average 
results of Medical prediction, made by a group of 6 cardiologists [12]; 2) a trained cascade of CNNs to detect 
and classify faces in a real environment, overcoming difficulties such as pose changes, expression, and 
lighting, avoiding becoming computationally expensive [13]; 3) expanded use of CNNs towards a three-
dimensional environment, where volumes of magnetic resonance voxel of the prostate were evaluated, 
generating a segmentation of the entire volume, using only a fraction of processing time compared to other 
methods previously used [14]. 
Besides CNN, other artificial intelligence methods have been developed for the classification of 
patterns, such as the fast R-CNN [15] and the DAG-CNN [16, 17], in the first case is former a stage of 
extraction of a Regions of Interest (ROIs) that is responsible for of detecting desired elements in the input 
image, extracting them and entering them into a CNN for classification, as explained in [18], while the last 
consists of a branched structure where each branch contains a sequence of convolutional layers whose filters 
vary of dimension, to extract characteristics of greater and smaller size of the input image, and in the end to 
unify the results to give a classification, as indicated in [19]. 
Some examples of applications for the fast R-CNN are reported in [20] and [21]. The first report 
applied the Faster R-CNN for face detection and classification, to achieve a higher processing speed 
concerning other methods of deep learning, and the second report a multi-class fruit detection using a robotic 
vision system based on Faster RCNN. On the other hand, the DAG-CNN has been used in applications such 
as those described in [22] and [23], where the first publication used the DAG-CNN for the estimation of age 
in people of different genders and ethnicities, taking advantage of the extraction of characteristics at multiple 
scales of said network, with an accuracy of around 80%, and the second publication used the DAG-CNN for 
the classification of heartbeats from electrocardiogram images (ECG), achieving the identification of 15 
different signals with 97.15% accuracy. 
Apart from the CNNs, there are other methods of recognizing elements in images, such as Haar 
classifiers, which train a series of weak cascading classifiers, which receive an input image and through  
a sliding window they discard those areas that do not contain the desired element until, in the end,  
the windows indicating the object of interest, are obtained, [24]. Examples of application of Haar classifiers 
are reported in [25] and [26], where the first one carried out a process of real-time detection of cow nipples to 
generate an automatic milking system, while the second developed a method of counting and detecting  
the number of books stacked on shelves, where 96% recognition was achieved when testing the system on  
a total of 20 shelves and 233 books. 
For the following article, a system for detecting, classifying and grabbing occluded objects was 
designed using a manipulator robot in a physical and virtual environment, where artificial intelligence 
techniques were used for the process of detection and classification of elements in the work area, and  
a Kinect V1 was used as the machine vision system. This work generates a fundamental contribution for  
the increase of the automation of robotized processes within unknown environments, where a sequence of 
detection and elimination of occlusions was established since it is not possible to dodge them employing 
obstacle avoidance algorithms, but they must be removed to be able to hold the desired object. 
The present article is divided into 4 main sections. In the first section, a brief introduction was made. 
In the second section, the operation of the algorithm proposed for the elimination of occlusions is explained. 
In the third section, carried out on the algorithm in a physical environment, to obtain the quality of 
recognition and delivery of desired elements, in the presence of partial occlusions. Finally, in the last section, 
a series of conclusions were established regarding the operation of the algorithm, according to the results 
obtained during the tests. 
 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD 
The following is the basic operation of the program for detecting, classifying and grabbing  
occluded objects, using artificial intelligence techniques, and captured three-dimensional information by 
Kinect V1 (see [27]). For this, section 2 was divided into 2 subsections, the first raises the physical working 
conditions for the implementation of the application, the second describes the algorithm’s flow. 
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The developed algorithm captures an RGB image of the work environment, then acquires  
the three-dimensional information of the environment to detect the height of each element concerning  
the table, and according to the disposition of the found objects, a grip algorithm is generated that allows  
to remove the tools using a manipulator robot and relocate them in the delivery area. The sequence of 
operation of the algorithm is shown in the flowchart of Figure 1, where each step of the program was  
marked with numbers from 1 to 5, which are described in the following subsections. Next, the operation of 
the algorithm is explained, the steps in Figure 1 are described, and its application in the physical and virtual 





Figure 1. Algorithm flow chart 
 
 
2.1. Methods and materials 
A physical work environment of 30x20cm area was established, at a height of 6cm from the ground, 
with a blue hue like the one shown in Figure 2(a). A Kinect V1 was used to capture the work environment 
and was located at a height of 98cm from the ground, in the center of the work area table or Grip Zone.  
A Delivery Zone was established, where two regions were demarcated to organize the tools, one for  
the Occlusions and the other for the Desired Objects, as shown in Figure 2(b). The robot used is shown in 
Figure 2(c) and has 3 DOF (Degrees of Freedom), all rotational. Its schematic representation is shown in 
Figure 2(d), where the angles of rotation were marked, the joints from 1 to 3 were listed, and the links from 
e1 to e3 were marked. 
Five types of tools were selected for the application: Scalpel, Scissor, Screwdriver, Spanner, 
and Pliers, where each one was designed with a light and soft material (foam) that facilitates the adjustment 
of the gripper on the elements and reduces the influence of the weight of the objects on the dynamics of 
the manipulator. Each object was manufactured with 1cm thickness and maximum dimensions of 3.5x10 cm, 
and for each category, the shape and color of the tools were varied, in order to teach the program to recognize 







(a) (b) © (d) 
 
Figure 2. (a) Worktable, (b) grip and delivery zones of elements, (c) anthropomorphic robot,  
and (d) schematic representation of the robot 
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2.2. Algorithm flow  
Step 1 program initialization: The first step consists of the initialization of the variables to be used in 
the course of the application, where imagD was defined as the vector that contains the number of pixels 
occupied by the Grip Zone in the RGB image of the Kinect ([128 174] pixels), and the PFH variable  
stores two matrices, each with 10 rows and 3 columns, where the first matrix saves the final positions for  
the desired objects, and the second saves the final positions for the unwanted elements (occlusions). 
Step 2 tool detection: In this step, the first detection of tools in the environment is performed, where 
it is determined whether the program is executed or terminated according to what is identified in  
the Grip Zone as shown in Figure 1. Two methods of object detection, the fast R-CNN, and the Haar 
classifiers, were trained in order to compare the accuracy and precision of detection of each, and thus define 
which of the two is used in the algorithm. A database of 450 photos was established that were augmented 
with the Data Augmentation program developed in [28], reaching a total of 3150 images, where 2800 were 
used for training and 350 for testing. The detection boxes for both methods were defined as 55x28 pixels 
since that is the maximum value of the space occupied by the tools in the image. 
The fast R-CNN is a CNN-type neural network that has an ROI extraction stage designed for  
the detection of elements in images, as detailed in [18]. The architecture of this network is defined in 
the same way as that of a conventional CNN, using convolutional layers (CV), rectified linear units (RLU), 
maxpool (MP), average pool, batch normalization (B), fully connected (FC), dropout (DO), softmax (SOFT), 
among others, explained in [10]. The trained fast R-CNN has the architecture shown in Table 1, where it was 
observed that, when using rectangular filters, 4 convolution layers, 300 training times and a MiniBatchSize 
less than 30, the highest percentage of accuracy was achieved, receiving as input an image of image 
dimensions ([128 174] pixels). 
 
 
Table 1. Architecture of the fast R-CNN for the detection and classification of occluded tools 
Layers CV+B+RLU CV+B+RLU MP CV+B+RLU CV+B+RLU FC1+RLU+DO FC2+RLU+DO 
Filter Size 6x4 5x3 2x3 4x3 4x3 -- -- 
Stride 1 1 2 1 1 -- -- 
Number of Filters 16 128 -- 256 512 -- -- 
 
 
The results of the trained fast R-CNN are shown in Figure 3, where Figure 3(a) shows the confusion 
matrix and Figure 3(b) shows the recall vs precision graph, with 1 being the free category, 2 being  
the Occlusion category, and 3 the Background. The results obtained in the fast R-CNN were not ideal, 
however, it was decided to use this network, since the structure proposed for the algorithm allows in step 5 to 
recognize the tools that were not captured in Step 2, reducing the influence of the low accuracy of the Fast  
R-CNN in the application, as described later in section 3. 
For the training of the Haar classifiers, the values of a series of parameters that determine the basic 
training characteristics, explained in [29], were adjusted. A Haar classifier was trained for the recognition of 
the free category and another for the Occlusion category, whose accuracy and training parameters are shown 
in Table 2, where the highest accuracy obtained was 42% and 48%, respectively. As explained in [22], Haar 
classifiers need larger databases to obtain better detection results, however, the objective is to compare Haar 






Figure 3. Fast R-CNN: (a) confusion matrix and (b) recall vs precision 
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Free 42% 0.01 15 3 60% 2800 5000 1272 424 
Occ 48% 0.01 100 3 60% 2800 5000 204 68 
 
 
Step 3 tool classification: After the tool detection process, the recognized elements were extracted 
from the image to classify them by means of a DAG-CNN in one of the 5 trained categories: Scalpel, Scissor, 
Screwdriver, Spanner, Scissor and the result was compared with the desired object by the user, in order to 
determine if it belongs to the group of desired objects or occlusions. A classification box of 70x70 pixels was 
defined, the dimensions of which were taken from the upper left corner of the detection box generated in  
Step 2 or Step 5, and 70 pixels to the right and 70 pixels down were captured. In Figure 4(a), the structure 
used for the DAG-CNN of the application is shown, where a division of 2 branches that receive the input 
image was generated and finally joined in a FC to classify, and in Figure 4(b) shows an example of  























Figure 4. (a) Structure of and (b) database for the DAG-CNN 
 
 
Table 3 reflected the architecture of the DAG-CNN, which was trained for 90 epochs, 
with a database of 3000 training images and 300 test images, per category. Figure 5 shows the confusion 
matrix of the DAG-CNN, which reached 96.2% accuracy, with a minimum of 91% accuracy per category. 
The numbers correspond to the classification categories, where 1 is pliers, 2 is scalpel, 3 is scissor, 
4 is screwdriver, and 5 is spanner. For example, the classification of Scalpel was one of the categories that 
presented more difficulties in recognition, confusing itself with the Pliers category mainly.  
 
 














Filter Size 4x4 3x3 3x3 3x3 3x3 3x3 3x3 -- -- 
Stride 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 -- -- 
Number of Filters 16 -- 128 -- 256 -- 512 -- -- 
 
 










MP FC1+RLU+DO FC2+RLU+DO 
Filter Size 6x6 3x3 4x4 3x3 3x3 2x2 -- -- 
Stride 1 2 1 2 1 2 -- -- 
Number of Filters 16 -- 256 -- 512 -- -- -- 
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Figure 5. Confusion matrix for the DAG-CNN 
 
 
Step 4 grip and delivery of tools: Once the algorithm defines whether the tool is a desired object or 
an occlusion, the movement of the manipulator robot for the transfer of the element to the delivery zone is 
executed. The center of the detection box of the tool classified as the holding point was selected, and the data 
of the PFH variable was used to determine the delivery coordinates of the element. To detect the clamping 
height of each tool concerning the table (Z coordinate) it was necessary to evaluate the three-dimensional 
information of each detection box and calculate its average. The algorithm first removes the elements 
classified as free, and then those defined as occlusion, changing the detection box only when all the elements 
of the tool stack have been removed, which means that the calculated average height corresponds to  
the height of the table. 
Step 5 new tool detection: Before terminating the program, Step 5 was added, to verify 
the presence of tools in the Grip Zone. This step is responsible for repeating the process of detection of  
Step 2, through which the existence of new elements in the environment is defined, and according to  
the results obtained, Step 3 and Step 4 are executed, or the program is terminated, as shown in Figure 1. 
 
 
3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The first comparison between the methods of detection and classification of occlusions mentioned  
in section 2, where the percentages of accuracy, where the fast R-CNN exceeded the Haar classifiers by  
20% accuracy. Additionally, a comparison was made between both methods applying them to the physical 
work environment, with different percentages of occlusion. The fast R-CNN managed to recognize a greater 
number of tools in the environment, and categorized them more accurately than the Haar classifiers, in 
addition to presenting greater accuracy in the detection boxes. For these reasons, it was decided to use  
the fast R-CNN in the algorithm. 
The algorithm was applied in a previous simulation environment was tested by comparing 
the number of desired tools moved to the delivery zone, with respect to the total number of desired tools 
present in the Grip Zone, the results of which are shown in Table 4, where the column “Delivered tools” 
shows the amount of Desired objects delivered (numerator) with respect to the total number of desired 
objects present in the environment (denominator) for two fastening tests per tool, and the column 
“Percentage” shows the percentages of successful deliveries for each case according to the results of 
the column “Delivered tools”, in which the number of elements, their positions, the occlusion percentages, 
and the objects desired by the user was varied. 
According to the results of Table 4, the algorithm reached 80% accuracy in the process of detecting, 
classifying and grabbing occluded objects, within a simulated environment, which means that at least 4 of 5 
desired objects will be delivered correctly. During the tests, it was possible to observe two factors that 
affected the accuracy of the algorithm: the low accuracy of the detection boxes generated by the fast R-CNN, 
and the results of Step 5, which demonstrated inability to recognize any element in the simulated 
environment, since there are no variations in the input image that allow new elements to be recognized. 
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Table 4. Quality of delivery of desired objects of the simulated algorithm 
Desired objects Delivered tools Percentage Average 
Screwdriver 3/4 3/3 75% 100% 
80% 
Scalpel 3/5 2/2 60% 100% 
Scissor 4/5 4/5 80% 80% 
Pliers 5/5 1/2 100% 50% 
Spanner 3/4 4/5 75% 80% 
 
 
3.1. Functioning in the physical environment 
To determine the performance of the algorithm within a physical environment, two premises were 
established, the first focused on determining the percentage of tool stacks detected with respect to the total 
amount of tool towers present in the Grip Zone (Detection Quality), and the second defined the percentage of 
tools held correctly, with respect to the total amount of elements present in the environment (Holding 
quality). Table 5 reflected the results obtained for both premises, where the “Stacked Tools” row indicated 
the number of tools present in a stack of elements, and in the “Reinforcement Detection” row the percentage 
of recognized tool stacks was recorded in the environment after executing Step 5 once. 
Tests were carried out with stacks of elements that have between 1 and 5 tools, where 10 tests were 
made for each quantity of stacked elements and varied from their positions to their orientations. The best 
results of detection and clamping of tools were obtained for piles of elements between 1 and 3 tools, where 
their average precision ranged between 80% and 90% while when increasing to 4 and 5 tools, the percentage 
dropped to almost a 60%. The detection failures were because, when the height of the stack of objects 
increases, they get too close to the Kinect’s camera, causing them to take up a lot of space in the image and 
the detection box fails to recognize them due to their dimensions, while the clamping faults were due to 
the fact that, when calculating the height of the element, the heights of the lower tools of the stack are detected, 
causing the average to be altered and less than the desired tool. On the other hand, the reinforcement detection 
proved to generate a 15.5% improvement in the detection quality of the program, reaching a 90% detection of 
elements with a single execution of Step 5, which demonstrates the algorithm's ability to recognize new 
elements after the first delivery of tools, and the ability to deliver them almost entirely. 
 
 
Table 5. Quality of the algorithm applied to a physical environment 
Stacked Tools 1 2 3 4 5 
1 to 3  
stacked objects 




Detection Quality (%) 71.43 100 78.57 64.29 60.31 83.33 62.3 74.92 
Holding Quality (%) 100 79.17 85.19 88.89 77.78 88.12 83.34 86.21 
Reinforcement Detection (%) 90.48 
 
 
4. CONCLUSION  
The algorithm of detection, classification and tool grip proposed, successfully delivered 80% of  
the virtual tools, and 90% of tools in the physical environment, identifying the presence of occlusions and 
classifying up to 5 different types of elements. These results demonstrate the ability of the algorithm to hold 
and deliver the tools desired by the user overcoming difficulties such as occlusions of one and more 
elements. Step 5 allowed to improve the ability to recognize elements in the physical environment by more 
than 10% with a single execution, however, it did not generate any effect on the simulated environment, 
because the input image in Step 5 does not show large variations with respect to that of Step 2, which avoids 
a new detection of tools. The calculation of the height of each tool with respect to the table was affected by 
the presence of other elements in the detection box, resulting in a holding quality of 86%. Finally,  
a comparison between two detection methods was achieved, such as the Haar classifiers and the fast R-CNN, 
where the second presented a 20% improvement in the detection accuracy with respect to the first, in addition 
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